2140 South Ivanhoe, Suite 100
Denver, Colorado 80222
T 303-298-1900
F 303-296-2838
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST

Division/Departm
ent
Location

Safety

Job Title

Industrial Hygienist

Reports to

Safety Director

Colorado Springs, CO

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This position will be responsible for assisting in the monitoring and coordinating of industrial hygiene programs, and supporting
precast manufacturing teams in developing and applying reliable methods. This team member will be required to apply basic
industrial concepts, techniques, analysis and tools to support, design and / or implement new industrial hygienic methodologies
for operations. They will also be required to maintain detailed documentation and effectively communicate with the safety and
support teams.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS


2-3 year of experience preferred



Must have background knowledge of the new OSHA Silica Based Standard



Standard program building, writing and monitoring



Ability to read and understand State and Federal compliances



Plant environmental programming



Knowledge with air and environmental permits



Program development



Property management



Demonstrate ability to lead people and work as a team player



Self-starter attitude and responsiveness is a must



Perform all required duties with the first focus on safety



Valid driver’s license is a must

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS


Carry out assigned tasks with a professional demeanor reflected in excellent written and oral communication skills, listening
skills, patience, analytical reasoning and problem solving abilities



Knowledge of MS Office, Word and Excel, and excellent verbal communication skills



Must be able to interpret plans



Must be able to work and perform in an industrial/construction environment



Must have knowledge of conducting hazardous materials investigations



Must have the ability to travel out of state, job site and plant locations, up to 50%



Knowledge of MS Office, Word and Excel, and excellent verbal communication skills



Must be able to interpret plans



Must be able to work and perform in an industrial/construction environment



Must have knowledge of conducting hazardous materials investigations

RESPONSIBILITIES


Participate in the development and implementation of industrial hygiene programs; participate in formulating maintenance
strategies and policies



Advise the corporate team regarding protocols and procedures to ensure regulatory compliance as mandated by local, state
and federal agencies



Interact with other departments and staff to correct non-compliance issues, including follow-up on corrective actions



Conduct routine industrial hygiene surveys; prepare reports of findings and submit recommendations

NOTE: This job description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Employee may perform other related duties as negotiated to meet the ongoing
needs of the organization.
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Utilize a variety of industrial hygiene monitoring, sampling and analytical equipment and instruments to evaluate chemical
and noise exposures; maintain detailed records of sampling activities



Oversee the development and presentation of industrial hygiene training programs



Analyze accident and incident reports for trends; make recommendations for correcting unsafe conditions and actions



Respond to emergency situations involving hazardous materials



Lead and guide lower level safety technicians



Perform miscellaneous job-related duties as assigned

NOTE: This job description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Employee may perform other related duties as negotiated to meet the ongoing
needs of the organization.

